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Abstract: Thin-film solar cells are currently an important research subject. In this study, a lattice-
matched GaNAsP/Si tandem cell was designed. We adopted the drift-diffusion model to analyze
the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the solar cell. To find the maximum solar cell PCE, the
recombination terms and the interlayer between subcells was omitted. For an optimal tandem cell
PCE, this study analyzed the mole fraction combinations of GaNAsP and the thickness combinations
between the GaNAsP and the Si subcells of the tandem cell. Our results showed the superiority of
the tandem cell over the Si cell. The 4.5 µm tandem cell had a 12.5% PCE, the same as that of the
10.7 µm Si cell. The 11.5 µm tandem cell had 20.2% PCE, while the 11.5 µm Si cell processed 12.7%
PCE. We also analyzed the Si subcell thickness ratio of sub-12 µm tandem cells for maximum PCE.
The tandem cell with a thickness between 40% to 70% of a Si cell would have a max PCE. The ratio
depended on the tandem cell thickness. We conclude that the lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem
cell has potential for ultrathin thin Si-based solar cell applications.

Keywords: dilute-nitride; GaNAsP; ultrathin solar cell; Si-based

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) technology is a renewable and environment-friendly power source
that can help satisfy the growing energy demand. Crystalline silicon (c-Si)-based solar cells
are commonly used to generate solar power owing to their widespread availability. Owing
to their indirect bandgap, Si solar cells should have sufficient thickness to overcome their
weaker absorption strength [1]. Petermann et al. proposed a crystal silicon solar cell with
19% power conversion efficiency (PCE) containing 43 µm thick Si [2]. With the increase in
demand for low-cost, flexible, and lightweight electric devices, the demand for thin-film
solar cells has grown in recent years. Thin-film c-Si solar cells are bendable and flexible,
and they have been extensively studied [3]. A Si-based ultra-thin solar cell with a thickness
below 10 µm has been reported, but unfortunately, its PCE is limited to less than 10% [4,5].

The low PCE of ultrathin Si-based solar cells is primarily due to insufficient absorption
in the cell. The following well-known methods are typically adopted to enhance the absorp-
tion of PV devices, including: (1) reducing the reflection on the front surface to increase the
number of photons entering the cell; (2) increasing the travel path of the photons inside the
cell; and (3) cascading several solar cells, with each cell having different energy bandgap.
The first two methods are called light trapping methods. Recent investigation into sur-
face texturing, including nanostructure growing [6–9], and metal-assisted etching [10],
have demonstrated good anti-reflection properties. Some studies have shown that putting
metal nanoparticles on the Si surface or inside the Si can increase the absorption strength
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through the plasmonic effect [11,12]. These methods can be used to improve the absorp-
tion coefficient strength to enhance photon-generated current, however, the difficulty of
nanostructure formation on the Si surface increases with the reduction in thickness.

Utilizing different bandgaps to expand the absorbed spectrum range and form a
tandem cell has been utilized to improve the PCE. A perovskite/Si tandem cell can achieve
a PCE of approximately 25% with about 250 µm thick Si [13,14], however, it is not bendable.
To prevent the PCE loss of Si-based tandem cells from defects during the epitaxy process, a
Si-lattice-matched material is required to reduce the number of defects. GaNAsP is a good
candidate material. It has a large lattice constant modulation and can have the same lattice
constant as Si. Nacer et al. demonstrated the possibility of a lattice-matching GaNAsP/Si
solar cell [15]. Their simulation determined the thickness and concentration of GaNAsP
from current-matched conditions. Their optimal design achieved 37.5% PCE with a Si
bottom cell and sufficient thickness for complete absorption. Zhang et al. proposed a
lattice-matched monolithic GaNP/GaNAsP/Si triple-junction solar cell. By adjusting the
GaNP cell and GaNAsP cell thicknesses, the triple-junction solar cell achieved a maximum
PCE of 41.53% with low surface recombination velocity and long carrier lifetime [16].
However, the Si bottom cell had a thickness of 300 µm, too thick to utilize in a thin-film
solar cell. Sertel et al. ultized molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) to grow GaPAsN on a Si and
a GaP substrate with N concentration, N(x), of 0.462% and 0.409%, respectively [17]. The
GaNAsP epilayer exhibited high crystal quality. Yu et al. grew 0.5 µm GaNAsP on a GaAs
substrate by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), which N concentrations
were reported in the range of 0.3–1% [18]. Zelazna et al. grew 100 nm GaNAsP with 2.5% N
on a GaP substrate by MBE [19].

An intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) can improve the PCE of a solar cell [20]. By
inserting an intermediate band (IB) in the energy gap, the solar cell can use low-energy
photons to increase the photon-generated current, with an open voltage similar to the
band-gap energy. GaNAsP can be applied for IBSC because its conduction band (CB)
splits into two bands (E+

c with higher energy and E−c with lower energy) due to the
band anti-crossing effect, wherein the E−c band can be used as an IB [21]. Jussila et al.
demonstrated the importance of the interlayer and the doping concentration on GaNAsP-
based IBSC [22]. They compared the IBSC performance under the extreme condition of IB’s
doping concentration and recombination intensity. This result gave the upper and lower
limit of PCE of GaNAsP-based IBSC. However, their studies only considered the energy
gap segmentation of the IB without considering the difference in the absorption strength
of the two sections with regard to the IB. The absorption spectra of the two sections are
assumed to have the same strength, which is favorable for the ideal IBSC model. However,
we believe that it over-estimates the PCE of the GaNAsP-based IBSC.

In this work, for achieving which Si-based devices can be more bended, flexible and
transparent as reported in [3], we aim to present a GaNAsP/Si tandem cell with a thickness
<15 mm. The absorption spectrum of GaNAsP was calculated instead of assuming three-
section absorption spectrum with the same strength to analyze GaNAsP-based IBSC with
E−c as the IB. GaNAsP with the same lattice constant as Si was also analyzed. A GaNAsP/Si
tandem cell was designed from the lattice-matched characteristic. Finally, the PCEs of
the tandem cells were calculated with GaNAsP concentration modulation. The PCEs of
GaNAsP/Si tandem cells consisting of different thickness combinations of GaNAsP cell
and Si cells, were also analyzed.

2. Theory

The band structure of GaNxAsPy can be calculated using the band anti-crossing (BAC)
model [21,23]. The BAC model describes how the band structure of CB is affected by
adding nitrogen into GaAsPy. The BAC model is presented in Equations (1) and (2):

HBAC =

(
EM(k) CNM

√
x

CNM
√

x EN

)
(1)
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CNM =
CNΓ[

1 + (ak)2
]2 (2)

where EM (k) represents the band edge of GaAsPy, EN represents the energy of nitrogen
level above the valence band of GaAsPy, CNM is the coupling constant between nitrogen
level and the CB, CNT is the coupling constant at the Γ point, a is the distance between the
k point and the Γ point, and x is the concentration of nitrogen. The material parameters
(taken from [24]) are: EN = 1.65 eV and CNM = 2.8 eV for GaNAs [21,23], and EN = 2.18 eV
and CNM = 3.05 eV for GaNP [25] are utilized. The CB of GaNAsP splits into two bands
due to the band anti-crossing effect; the high energy band is E+

c band, and the lower energy
band is E−c band. The E+

c band and E−c band can be calculated using the band anti-crossing
model as shown in Equation (3):

E±c (k) =
EM(k) + EN ±

√
(EM(k)− EN)

2 + 4xC2
NM

2
(3)

The E−c band can be regarded as the IB, and the E+
c band can be regarded as the CB.

The valence band (Ev) is the same as that of GaAsP. In addition, to prevent carrier outflow
through the IB, GaP is used as the material for the P- and N- regions. The optical properties
should be estimated first, especially the ability of photon absorption for PCE analysis of
solar cells. The absorption spectrum, α(}ω), can be calculated using Equations (4) and (5):

α(}ω) = C0|e · p|2ρr
(
}ω− Eg

)
(4)

C0 =
πe2

nrcε0m2
0ω

(5)

where ρr is the joint density of states, |e · p|2 is the optical matrix element, e is the electron
charge, c is the speed of light in vacuum, m0 is the electron mass, nr is the refractive index,
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity [26], and ω is the light frequency. The joint density of states
must be derived to analyze the optical properties of bulk GaNAsP because the E−c and
E+

c bands are not calculated from the effective mass model with parabolic approximation.
The joint density of states can be derived from the transition energy, using Equation (3),
and the dispersion relation of the VB from the one-band effective mass method. Further,
some modifications must be made for the calculation of the momentum matrix elements.
According to the BAC model, electron wave functions consist of basis functions with an S
orbit function and N level. Duboz [27] revealed that the N level base acts as a defect level
that cannot contribute to optical transition; only the S orbit component can participate.
Consequently, the optical matrix must be modified by a factor, as shown in Equation (6):

d = (a1〈ΨΓ1|+ b1〈ΨN |)z(an|ΨΓn〉+ bn|ΨN〉)
= a∗1 an〈ΨΓ1|z|ΨΓn〉

(6)

GaNAsP can be applied in an IBSC [21]. The method and the structure proposed by
Yoshida et al. [28] is employed herein to analyze the PCE of an IBSC. The cell considered
in [28] had a 0.5 µm thick P-region, 1 µm thick I-region and 2 µm thick N- region. The
doping concentrations of P- and N- regions were 7 × 1017 cm−3 and 6 × 1017 cm−3,
respectively. In this study, the I-region material is pre-doped to ensure that the IBSC
meets the carrier balance condition in the IB. The doping concentration of I-region material
depends on the strength of two section absorption spectrum: the transition from the valence
band to the intermediate band, α (VB, IB), and the transition from the intermediate band
to the conduction band, α (IB, CB). The recombination terms were ignored to simplify
the calculation.

In this work, we tried to design a lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem cell. First, the
concentration combination was analyzed to be lattice-matched with GaP and Si. Then
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the absorption spectrum was calculated for solar cell power conversion efficiency (PCE)
analysis. Finally, thickness combinations of GaNAsP solar cell and Si solar cell were
calculated to find the combination of thickness with the maximum PCE of lattice-matched
GaNAsP/Si tandem cell.

3. Numerical Results and Discussion
3.1. GaNAsP Lattice Match with GaP

In this section, we analyze the concentration of GaNAsP required to have the same
lattice constant as that of GaP. The lattice constants (a0) of III-V compounds and the
interpolation equation of the GaNAsP lattice constant are the same as those obtained by
Vurgaftman et al. in [24]:

a0 : GaNxAsPy =
xyGaNuP + y(1− x− y)GaAsvP + x(1− x− y)GaNAsw

xy + y(1− x− y) + x(1− x− y)
(7)

u ≡ 1 + x− y
2

, v ≡ 2− x− 2y
2

, w ≡ 2− 2x− y
2

(8)

GaNuP = uGaN + (1− u)GaP (9)

GaAsvP = vGaAs + (1− v)GaP (10)

GaNAsw = (1− w)GaN + wGaAs (11)

The lattice constant of GaNAsP is calculated by an interpolation formula of related
ternary materials: GaNP, GaAsP, and GaNAs. Vegard’s law obtains the lattice constant
of ternary material with binary compounds, as depicted in Equations (9)–(11). The lattice
constant of binary compound is 4.5 Å for GaN, 5.65325 Å for GaAs, and 5.4505 Å for
GaP [24]. The analyzed range of nitrogen (N) mole fraction is from 0.001 to 0.1. The lattice
constant of GaNAsP as a function of mole fraction combination of N and phosphorus
(P) is plotted in Figure 1. The summation of mole fractions of V elements must not be
over 1. Therefore, there is a blank region in the lattice-constant distribution diagram.
Using Equation (7), we can obtain the mole fraction combinations of GaP-lattice-matched
GaNAsP and Si-lattice-matched GaNAsP. The relation between N mole fraction and P mole
fraction for GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP and Si-lattice-matched GaNAsP are shown in
Equation (12). For GaP-lattice-matched GaNxAsPy and for Si-lattice-matched GaNxAsPy

(the lattice constant of Si is 5.431 Å):{
aGaNAsP

0 = aGaP
0 , aSi

0
x > 0, y > 0, x + y < 1

(12)

The black line and red line in Figure 1 indicate the mole fraction combinations of
GaNAsP with lattice-matched with Si or GaP, respectively. The energy band edges of
GaP-lattice-matched GaNxAsPy calculated using the BAC-model are plotted in Figure 2a.
The valence band edges (Ev), conduction band edges (Ec), and the nitrogen levels (EN) of
GaAsPy are also shown in the figure. The reference energy level is the valence band edge
of GaP. The mole fraction combination of GaNxAsPy is depicted as the red line in Figure 1.
From Figure 1, the P mole fraction in the GaP-lattice-matched mole fraction combination
decreases as the N mole fraction increases. Therefore, the Ec of GaAsPy decreases, and
the Ev of GaAsPy increases with a decrease in phosphorus concentration. By contrast, the
decrease in EN is 30 meV with N mole fraction varying from 0.01 to 0.1. As the value of Ec
and EN get closer, and the energy gap between E+

c and E−c increases with the increase in
N mole fraction. The bandgap between the E−c band and the valence band, ∆E (E−c , Ev),
decreases with increasing N concentration. However, the bandgap between the E+

c band
and Ev, ∆E (E+

c , Ev), increases with the increase in N concentration until N(x)= 0.05, it then
starts to decay with the increase in N concentration, as illustrated in Figure 2b. The energy
difference of ∆E (E−c , Ev) between N(x)= 0.1 and N(x)= 0.01 is 977 meV, whereas the energy
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difference in ∆E (E+
c , Ev) is 61 meV. From this variance, we can conclude that the effect of

N on the bandgap of GaNAsP is larger than the bandgap narrowing effect of decreasing
P concentration for N concentration below 0.05. After N concentration exceeds 0.05, the
bandgap narrowing effect becomes stronger.
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The absorption spectrum (α) is an essential factor for the PCE analysis of a solar cell. In
this study, the absorption spectrum of the bulk GaNAsP was calculated based on the joint
density of states derived from the band anti-crossing model. The calculated three-section
absorption spectra of GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP are plotted in Figure 3. The absorption
spectrum of valence band to E+

c band transition, α (Ev, E+
c ) is similar to the absorption

spectrum of another III-V compounds of valence band to CB transition from parabolic ap-
proximation. According to the GaNAsP band structure calculated by Kudrawiec et al. [21],
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the distance between the E+
c state and the N level greatly increases at a large k value. Hence,

the dispersion relation of the E+
c state is similar to the parabolic approximation dispersion

relation, with a greater effective mass. However, the E−c state approaches the N level with
an increasing value of k. This effect results in quick optical absorption saturation and
then decay corresponding to a shorter wavelength. Therefore, the absorption spectrum
of valence band to E−c band transition, α (Ev, E−c ), is quite different from the other III-V
interband absorption spectrum. Noticeably, if the parabolic approximation is used with ∆E
(E−c , Ev) as the bandgap for GaNAsP absorption spectrum calculation, the error increases
with increasing N concentration. Because of the dispersion relation property of the E−c state
and Duboz’s modification, the calculated absorption spectrum for E−c band to E+

c band
transition, α (E−c , E+

c ), is an intraband transition. The strength of α (E−c , E+
c ) is relatively

low compared with that of α (Ev, E−c ).
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gap GaNAsP is the sum of α (Ev, E+
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Figure 3d.

If the E−c band is treated as an IB, the corresponding three-sections absorption spectra
for N = 0.01 to N = 0.1 are as shown in Figure 3a–c. The absorption strength of α (E−c , E+

c )
is weaker than α (Ev, E−c ) by at least one order of magnitude. According to the theory of
an IBSC, this will result in a weak current contribution from the two sub-bandgaps. The
major contribution is from the VB to the E−c band absorption. The PCE with the E−c band
as the IB was analyzed using the method and PIN structure proposed by Yoshida et al. [28].
The structure had 0.5 µm thick GaP as the P region, 1 µm thick GaNAsP as the I-region,
and 2 µm thick GaP as the N- region. The doping concentrations of P- and N- regions were
7 × 1017 cm−3 and 6 × 1017 cm−3, respectively. The doping concentration of the I-region
depends on the absorption strength of the transition from the VB to the IB and from the IB
to the CB. The calculated PCE of the proposed GaNAsP IBSC was approximately 11.4% for
different mole fractions of nitrogen. The open voltage is almost the same because GaP is
used in each cell’s P- and N- regions. The variation in short current density for GaNAsP-
based IBSC with different N concentrations has little difference of value. Consequently, the
variation in PCE at different N concentrations of bulk-GaNAsP-based IBSC is less than
0.02%. Moreover, after replacing the I region with GaP, the calculated PCE of the GaP solar
cell is 10.6%, with the same P and N region doping concentrations and the same geometric
parameters. The conversion efficiency gain is only 0.8%. This verifies that the two-section
absorption with regard to the IB is not matched. Therefore, the extra PCE gain resulting
from the E−c band as the IB is unremarkable.

If GaNAsP is treated as a single gap material with a smaller bandgap, ∆E (E−c , Ev), the
absorption spectrum should be obtained by summing α (Ev, E+

c ) and α (Ev, E−c ), as plotted
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in Figure 3d. The separation between the E−c band and the E+
c band becomes larger with

an increase in the mole fraction of N. This agrees with the dispersion relation derived from
the band anti-crossing model given in Equation (3). The variation in ∆E (E−c , Ev) with N
mole fraction is plotted in Figure 2b. The bandgap narrowing increases the short current of
the solar cell but decreases the open voltage of a GaNAsP-based solar cell.

3.2. GaNAsP/Si Tandem Cell

In this section, we analyze the concentrations of GaNAsP with a lattice constant equal
to that of Si, considering N mole fraction varying from 0.03 to 0.1. A lattice-matched
GaNAsP/Si tandem cell was designed. Some assumptions are applied to analyze the
PCE of the tandem cell herein: the first, there is no inter-layer between the subcells; the
second, the bottom cell acts as the top cell except for the modified generation term; and
the third, the short current density of the tandem cell depends on the smaller subcell. The
tandem cell’s open voltage is the sum of the subcells’ open voltages. The filling factor is
assumed to be 1, i.e., the PCE of the tandem cell is the product of short current density
and open voltage over the total incident power. The designed structure contains GaNAsP
(PIN junction) and Si (PN junction). The P-region, I-region, and N- region of GaNAsP, were
0.5 µm, 1 µm, and 2 µm thick. The doping concentrations of P- and N- regions of GaNAsP
cell were 7 × 1017 cm−3 and 6 × 1017 cm−3, respectively, with a undoped I region. The
P- and N- regions of Si had the same thickness. The doping concentrations of P- and N-
regions of Si cell were 7 × 1017 cm−3 and 6 × 1017 cm−3, respectively. The thickness of the
GaNAsP top cell was fixed as 3.5 µm, and the Si bottom cell thickness was varied from 1
µm to 8 µm. As the P- and N- region materials are GaNAsP, the stimulated electrons in the
E−c band from the VB can contribute to the current density without absorbing secondary
light to the E+

c band to flow into the external circuit. Therefore, the effective absorption
spectrum is the sum of α (Ev, E+

c ) and α (Ev, E−c ). The calculated absorption spectra (α)
for bulk Si-lattice-matched GaNAsP are similar to the spectrum of the bulk GaP-lattice-
matched GaNAsP, as depicted in Figure 3. Moreover, the phosphorus concentration of
Si-lattice-matched GaNAsP is higher than that of GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP, as shown
in Figure 1. Therefore, the Si-lattice-matched GaNAsP has higher ∆E (E+

c , Ev) and lower
∆E (E−c , Ev), with minor variations. (53 meV for ∆E (E+

c , Ev) and 705 meV for ∆E (E−c , Ev),
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. (a) Calculated E+
c and E−c band edges of Si-lattice-matched GaNxAsPy (LM GaNxAsP/Si),

as a function of N mole fraction. The reference energy level is the valence band edge of GaP. The
valence band edge (Ev), the conduction band edge (Ec), and the nitrogen level (EN) of the original
GaAsPy; (b) Calculated Si-lattice-matched GaNxAsP energy gap (∆E) between E+

c and valence band
(Ev), ∆E (E+

c , Ev), and between E−c and Ev, ∆E (E−c , Ev), as a function of N mole fraction.

Figure 5a shows the short current density of Si-lattice-matched GaNxAsP (JGaNAsP
sc )

with different thicknesses as a function of N mole fraction. The short current density
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increases with the increase in thickness and N mole fraction. A thicker cell has a longer
travel distance for photon absorption. Meanwhile, higher N mole fraction GaNAsP has a
smaller bandgap, ∆E (E−c , Ev), for a broader absorption spectrum. These two effects result
in a higher short current density. Figure 5b shows the short current density of each subcell
in GaNAsP/Si tandem cell with 3.5 µm thick GaNAsP, JGaNAsP

sc for the GaNAsP top cell,
and JSi

sc for the Si bottom cell. For the Si cell, the short current density increases with thicker
cells because the thickness is not sufficient for full absorption. The slight drop in the Si
short current density occurs because Si is the bottom cell and the absorption spectrum of
Si overlaps with α of GaNAsP, as shown in Figure 3d. Therefore, the Si bottom cell solely
utilizes the remaining photon after GaNAsP absorption in the overlapping range of the
spectrum. The lower of the two short current density values of the GaNAsP cell and the Si
cell is set as the tandem cell short current density for the current-matching condition. The
open voltage is the sum of the voltages of the GaNAsP cell and the Si cell.
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The PCEs of the tandem cell as a function of N concentration with the different total
thickness (dtotal) are plotted in Figure 6a. The schematics of the proposed Si-lattice-matched
GaNAsP/Si tandem cell are shown in the figure. The blue pillar represents the GaNAsP top
cell, and the yellow pillar represents the Si bottom cell. The figure shows that the maximum
PCE of Si-lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem will be at different N concentrations with
cascading different thicknesses of the Si bottom cell. Figure 6b shows the PCEs of the
tandem cell as a function of N(x) in a 2D diagram. Because the short current density of the
tandem cell is limited to the lower one of each cell, the maximum PCE is achieved when the
short current density of the GaNAsP cell and the Si cell are equal. Because of the sampling
rate limitation, the nitrogen concentration of tandem cells with maximum PCE is closest to
the current-matched concentration, as shown in Figure 5b. The Si bottom cell only utilizes
the remaining photon after GaNAsP absorption in the overlapping range of the spectrum.
However, with the Si thickness increasing, the increase in PCE reveals that the Si bottom
is not thick enough for full absorption. Thicker Si bottom cell can generate a higher short
current density to be current-matched with GaNAsP with higher N concentration.
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The difference between the lattice constants of GaP and the lattice constant of Si is
small (0.02Å). In this section, the GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP was also considered as
the top cell. To utilize the GaNAsP-based IBSC, the materials of the P- and N- regions
were set as GaP. The PCEs of the tandem cell as a function of N concentration with the
different total thickness (dtotal) are plotted in Figure 7a. The schematic diagrams of the
proposed GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem cells are plotted in the figure. The
blue pillar represents the GaNAsP top cell, and the yellow pillar represents the Si bottom
cell. The figure shows that the maximum PCE of GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem
will have different nitrogen concentrations for different cascading thicknesses of the Si
bottom cell. Because the smaller short current density of each cell defines the short current
density of the tandem cell, the maximum PCE is achieved when the GaNAsP cell and
the Si cell have the same short current density. Because of the sampling rate limitation,
the N concentration of tandem cells with maximum PCE is the concentration closest to
the current-matched concentration. In Figure 7b, the dashed lines represent those PCEs
of GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP-based IBSC/Si tandem cells in different total thickness
(dtotal), which color represents for the corresponding same dtotal as indicated in Figure 7a.
It shows that the PCE cannot be enhanced as N concentration increased. As shown in
Figure 7b, the PCE of tandem cells with different Si bottom cell thicknesses (1–5 µm)
increases, which means that the thickness is still not sufficient for complete absorption.
When the thickness of Si is over 5 µm, the PCE of the tandem cell clamps because the short
current density of Si bottom cell exceeds the short current density of the top cell, consisting
of the GaNAsP-based IBSC. However, the clamping phenomenon does not happen for
GaNAsP/Si tandem cell for which the materials of the P- and N- regions are GaNAsP in
the top cell. This effect means the short current density of the tandem cell is limited to the
Si bottom cell. The relatively high PCE of GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP-based IBSC/Si is
from the higher open voltage from the IBSC, except for the tandem cell with 8 µm thickness
Si which provides higher short current density.
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Figure 7. (a) PCEs (η) of the GaP-lattice-matched GaNxAsP/Si tandem cell as a function of N
concentration (x) with the different total thickness (dtotal). The schematic diagrams of the tandem
cell are plotted in the figure. The thickness of each cell is labeled above the curve; (b) PCEs of
GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem cell as a function of nitrogen concentration (x). The dashed
lines represent the PCE of GaP-lattice-matched GaNxAsP IBSC with E−c band as IB and GaP as the
top cell’s P- and N- region’s material. The schematic diagrams of band structure with or without IB
are also plotted.

In Figure 8a, the PCE of the GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP top cell was firstly analyzed.
Because of the large strength difference between α (E−c , E+

c ) and α (Ev, E−c ), the major
contribution to the current is from α (Ev, E+

c ). However, the variation in ∆E (E+
c , Ev) with

the mole fraction of nitrogen is relatively slight (61 meV), as shown in Figure 2b. Therefore,
the PCE of GaNAsP-based IBSC with GaP/GaNAsP/GaP PIN structure is 11.4% with
different mole fractions of nitrogen. When the materials of P- and N- regions are substituted
by GaNAsP, the GaNAsP can be treated as a single bandgap (∆E (E−c , Ev)) material, with
the absorption spectrum as shown in Figure 3d. Therefore, as indicated by green line with
symbol of (�), the PCE of GaNxAsP-based IBSC (GaNAsP w IB, LM with GaP) is almost
invariant and kept at η = 11.4% with different N concentrations. The red line with symbol
of (#) shows that the PCE of GaNxAsP cell (GaNAsP w/o IB, LM with GaP) increases
with the increase in nitrogen concentration, except for GaN0.01AsP. From Figures 2b and 3,
the strength of α (Ev, E+

c ) and ∆E (E−c , Ev) decreases with the increase in N concentration,
whereas the strength of α (Ev, E−c ) increases with the increase in N concentration. The
GaN0.01AsP-based cell has a larger bandgap with a larger open voltage. This effect causes
a GaN0.01AsP-based cell to have a higher PCE than a GaN0.03AsP-based cell. The blue line
with symbol of (4) shows that the PCE of Si-lattice-matched GaNxAsP cell (GaNAsP w/o
IB, LM with Si) as a function of N concentration. The PCE grows with the increase in N
concentration due to the shrinking of bandgap, ∆E (E−c , Ev).

Figure 8b depicts the maximum PCE of different thickness combinations GaNAsP/Si
tandem cell as a function of the cell thickness. The green line represents the GaNAsP-based
IBSC as the top cell of the tandem cell with GaP as the material of P- and N- regions
(GaNAsP w IB/Si). The red and blue lines represent GaNAsP/Si tandem cells, with
GaNAsP as the material of P- and N- regions of the top cells. The red line represents the
GaP-lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem cell, and the blue line represents the Si-lattice-
matched GaNAsP/Si tandem cell. The PCE of the Si cell as a function of cell thickness
is also plotted as the black line with the triangle symbols in Figure 8b. Among the other
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tandem cells, 3.5 µm Si-lattice-matched GaN0.04AsP/1 µm Si tandem cell has the same
PCE, 12.5%, as a 10.5 µm thick Si solar cell, solely having a total thickness of 5.5 µm,
depicted as a dashed line in Figure 8b. Moreover, the maximum efficiency of 20.6% was
obtained with a 3.5 µm GaP-lattice-matched GaN0.07AsP/8 µm Si tandem cell, with a
11.5 µm total thickness, whereas a 11.5 µm thick Si cell has 12.7% PCE, depicted as dotted-
line in Figure 8b. A 3.5 µm Si-lattice-matched GaN0.07AsP/8 µm Si tandem cell has 20.2%
PCE, with 11.5 µm total thickness. Thus, the GaNAsP/Si tandem cells are suitable for
ultra-thin film flexible solar cells design, with higher PCE and less thickness than Si cells.
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thickness combination.

Figure 9 shows the maximum PCE of different thickness combinations of GaNxAsP/Si
as a function of (a) thickness and (b) thickness ratio of the Si bottom cell. The starting point
represents the PCE of the GaNAsP cell, and the end point represents the PCE of the Si cell
of each line. Except for the 4.5 µm cell, it shows that the other GaNAsP/Si tandem cells
have higher PCE than the GaNAsP cell and Si cell. For thicker cells, the thickness ratio of
the Si bottom cell should be higher for a higher tandem cell PCE. The suggested thickness
ratio of the Si bottom cell is between 40% to 70% for the sub-12 µm GaNAsP/Si tandem
cell to achieve maximum PCE.
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Figure 9. Maximum PCEs (η) of the Si-lattice-matched GaNxAsP/Si tandem cell with a different total
thickness (dtotal) as a function of (a) the thickness of the Si bottom cell; (b) the thickness ratio of the Si
bottom cell. The schematic structure diagram and circuit diagram of the GaNxAsP/Si tandem cell
are also shown in the figure.

4. Conclusions

This study analyzed the PCE of a GaNAsP cell. We calculated the three-section absorp-
tion spectrum from the formula derived from the band anti-crossing model. The results
showed a significant strength difference between α (Ev, E−c ) and α (E−c , E+

c ). Therefore, the
GaNAsP-based IBSC had no significant PCE enhancement compared with the GaP cell.
However, we can utilize the GaNAsP as a single-bandgap material in PIN structure solar
cells by selecting the P- and N- region materials. GaNAsP can be lattice-matched with GaP
or Si. This study used this property to design a lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem cell.
We analyzed the mole fraction variation and different subcell thickness combinations in
GaNAsP/Si tandem cells. The results showed that the lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si tandem
cell had a higher PCE than that of a Si cell. An 11.5 µm tandem cell had a 7.5% PCE enhance-
ment over that of a Si cell with the same thickness. Meanwhile, the 4.5 µm GaNAsP/Si
tandem cell had the same PCE as a 10.7 µm Si cell, and the tandem cell had a 6.2 µm
thickness reduction. With the superiority, we think that the lattice-matched GaNAsP/Si
tandem cell is suitable for ultrathin Si-based solar cells. Meanwhile, the thickness ratio
of the tandem cell’s Si subcell was analyzed. The sub-12 µm tandem cell would have a
maximum PCE with a ratio of 40% to 70% of the Si cell. The exact ratio depended on the
tandem cell thickness. The thicker tandem cell needed a higher thickness ratio of dSi/dtotal
to achieve the maximum PCE.

It is known that growth of high crystal quality GaNAsP alloy consisting in high N
concentration is difficult due to the different properties between N and P (As), such as the
atomic size and the electronegativity. We report in the case of a 3.5 mm GaNAsP/8 µm Si
tandem cell, it requires an N concentration of 7% for reaching the PCE to 20.2%. Although,
there is no report for growing GaNAsP alloy with a such high N concentration. Eventually,
the idea presented in this study can benefit in evaluating the possibility of using dilute-
nitride GaNAsP to make the Si-based solar cell keeping in an ultrathin thickness and
performing a much higher PCE as well.
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